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Masks input in the command line at a specified point. [Number] N LINEOUT=0 0:LINEOUT=N 1:LINEOUT=N-1 2:LINEOUT=N+1 3:LINEOUT=N-2 4:LINEOUT=N+2 5:LINEOUT=N-3 6:LINEOUT=N+3 7:LINEOUT=N-4 8:LINEOUT=N+4 9:LINEOUT=N-5 10:LINEOUT=N+5 **/ #ifndef BASIC4 #define MACRO0 (n)LINEOUT=n #define
MACRO1 (n)LINEOUT=n-1 #define MACRO2 (n)LINEOUT=n+1 #define MACRO3 (n)LINEOUT=n-2 #define MACRO4 (n)LINEOUT=n+2 #define MACRO5 (n)LINEOUT=n-3 #define MACRO6 (n)LINEOUT=n+3 #define MACRO7 (n)LINEOUT=n-4 #define MACRO8 (n)LINEOUT=n+4 #define MACRO9 (n)LINEOUT=n-5 #define MACRO10
(n)LINEOUT=n+5 #else #define MACRO0 (n)LINEOUT = (LINEOUT = n) #define MACRO1 (n)LINEOUT = (LINEOUT = n-1) #define MACRO2 (n)LINEOUT = (LINEOUT = n+1) #define MACRO3 (n)LINEOUT = (LINEOUT = n-2) #define MACRO4 (n)LINEOUT = (LINEOUT = n+2) #define MACRO5 (n)LINEOUT = (LINEOUT = n-3) #define
MACRO6 (n)LINEOUT = (LINEOUT = n+3) #define MACRO7 (n)LINEOUT = (LINEOUT = n-4) #define MACRO8 (n)LINEOUT = (LINEOUT = n+4) #define MACRO9 (n)LINEOUT = (LINEOUT = n-5) #define MACRO10 (n)LINEOUT = ( 1d6a3396d6
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Basic4GL is a BASIC to OpenGL interpreter designed to ease the integration of OpenGL and BASIC and provides the functionality necessary to interact with an OpenGL-enabled environment. The object oriented programming capabilities of Basic4GL enable you to harness the power of the world's most popular 3D game engine in any of the most popular
BASIC programming languages. Basic4GL allows BASIC programmers to easily develop games in an easy and streamlined fashion. Basic4GL include features such as: Handles User Input Requires no special Graphics Processing Unit or shader support Access to All Computational Processors Access to All Memory Locations Full access to User's Own Memory
Problem statement: I have a tetrahedron class in Basic4GL and I'm having trouble saving that class. Also, I don't think I have to use a render to a file feature for this problem. Here is the Basic4GL code for the class: #include "stdio.h" #include "stdlib.h" #include "GL/gl.h" #include "GL/glut.h" class tetrahedron{ int _points[4]; double _radius; public: void
SetRadius(double radius) { _radius = radius; } double getRadius() { return _radius; } int getPoints(void); }; int tetrahedron::getPoints(void) { return _points[0]; } And here is the saving code: int main(int argc, char *argv[]) { int i = 0; tetrahedron *tet = new tetrahedron(); t->SetRadius(1); for (i = 0; i

What's New In Basic4GL?
Basic4GL is a simple, easy to use compiler and virtual machine, designed to use a easy, simple syntax based on traditional BASIC. Basic4GL is the perfect solution for beginners, as it takes out all the hassle of compiling and running a program on the computer. Basic4GL Basics: Basic4GL runs on your computer and allows you to run both interpreted BASIC
programs and compiled C/C++ programs, and it supports most compilers and operating systems: - Linux, Windows, MacOSX (Intel, ARM, POWER), OpenBSD, FreeBSD, NetBSD and Haiku. - C, C++, Fortran, Java, Delphi, Visual Basic. - UNIX compatible (AIX, HP-UX, SOLARIS, SCO, FreeBSD, NetBSD, OpenBSD, FreeBASIC, Haiku). - Java running in
a Java Virtual Machine. - OS/2 (will run under PC DOS). - Microsoft Windows 95, 98, Me, NT, 2000, XP and Vista. - HP-UX. - Solaris 8, 9, 10 and 11. - OpenBSD (will run under FreeBSD). Basic4GL Basics: Basic4GL is a little over a year old, and is a very powerful system, with the following features: 1. It is 100% based on traditional BASIC syntax and
properties (basic keyboard control, line numbers, etc.). 2. Because of this, it is not only easy to understand, but it will be faster to learn and easier to use. 3. It can automatically generate code for C, C++, Java, Delphi, Visual Basic, Fortran, BASIC, VBscript, and even BASIC for DOS. 4. It has built in support for the OpenGL Graphics API (GLSL in OpenGL
1.2 or OpenGL ES 2.0, if available). 5. Basic4GL works on both PCs and Macs (and most UNIX operating systems, but not Windows, although it is quite trivial to run it on Windows under a virtual machine). 6. It is fast and optimized, and is one of the fastest basic BASICs available. 7. It is cross-platform, and runs on any operating system supported by
Basic4GL. 8. Basic4GL can be used to compile and run both interpreted BASIC programs and compiled C/C++ programs. 9. It supports VBA, Visual Basic, and VBscript. 10. Basic4GL is very stable, easy to install, and will not require you to recompile your existing C/C++ code. If you want
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System Requirements For Basic4GL:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7/Vista/8 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon X2 4250, or equivalent Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0-compatible with hardware acceleration DirectX: Version 9.0c Storage: 4 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0-compatible sound card with full-duplex hardware Additional Notes: Please keep in mind
that this is
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